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Inductance Effects in the Persistent Current
Qubit
Donald S . Crankshaw and Terry P. Orlando

Abstract-A general method is illustrated to show that the
Hamiltonian for circuits of Josephson junctions can he
expanded in terms of three Hamiltonians: a Hamiltonian
representative of the inductance-free circuit, a Hamiltonian
in the form of an harmonic oscillator for the inductance
effects of the circulating currents, and a small correction
term. This method is used to show that the inductive effects
are a small correction to the difference in energy levels in
the persistent current qubit.
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superconducting circuits have been
proposed as qubits for quantum computation. The
two logic states of the qubits are chosen as two convenient
cnergy levels of the quantum mechanical circuit. Usually
these states are either described by charge states differing
by a superelectron [1,2] or by flux states which differ by
the amount of flux stored in a closed loop [ 3 ] . Moreover,
two main types of flux-based qubits have been proposed.
The first type, the rf SQUID qubit, is a single loop with
one Josephson junction. The inductance of the loop L
generates states of nearly a flux quantum, @o. The
circulating current is of the order of the critical current of
a junction, so that pL=L/Lj>l; typically pL=2 for the rf
SQUID. LJ is the Joscphson inductance of the junction,
which is equal to 2 ~ c I & , .In the second type, the
Persistent Current (PC) qubit, the loop is interrupted by
three Josephson junctions and the amount of flux
produced by the persistent circulating current is only a
small fraction of the flux quantum, that is p L << 1.
Evidence for the superposition of the two macroscopic
flux states have been observed in both the rf SQUID (with
p ~ = 2 )[4] and the PC qubit [ 5 ] .
In this paper, we will focus on the effect of the
inductance on the energy levels of the PC qubit. In the
original description of this qubit [6], the inductance of the
qubit was neglected in the calculations for the energy
level. This paper includes the effects of the small
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inductance in the PC qubit by using a perturbative
approach to quantify the initial assumptions about its
energy levels.
The perturbation approach simplifies the numerical
calculations by reducing the dimensionality of the
Schrndinger equation that must be solved. Consider a
circuit with h branches, each with a Josephson junction,
connected at n nodes to form m meshes (loops). In
general, the dimensionality of the Schrodingcr equation
for such a circuit is h=n+m-1. If the inductance of each
mesh is small so that pL<<l, the energy levels can be
calculated by ignoring the inductances (i.e., setting pL=O).
The dimensionality of the resulting Schrodinger equation
is the number of independent nodes n -1 < 6. Moreover,
we find that the Hamiltonian can be written in the form

The full Hamiltonian, Hh, of h variables is written in
terms of three Hamiltonians: the first, HI,(@,J,is ol the
form of what one would write with pL=O, and has n-1
nodc variables 0, [7]. H,,(@,) is periodic in each of these
variables. The second, HlU(Zm),is of thc form of a simple
harmonic oscillator of the m mesh (circulating) current
variables. The last lcrm is a corrcction term that can often
be neglectcd in calculating the energy levels. If we can
separate thc Hamiltonian this way, the incsh Hainiltonian
and the correction term are casily solved analytically
(since one is a simple harmonic oscillator and the other is
calculated from the expectation values of the other
Hamiltonians’ variables), leaving only the node
Hamiltonian, which has a lower dimensionality than the
branch Hamiltonian and is periodic in all its variables.
(This reduces the computational time of O(Nb) for HI, to
O(N””), O(m), and O(nN+m) for the terms H,,, H,J,,and
AH respectivcly, where N is the number of discretized
elcments of the quantum phase variables.) We illustratc
this by considering two special cases where the
perturbative approach can be compared with an exact
numerical calculation of the full Hamiltonian. In Section
11, a single loop with one Josephson junction (the rf
SQUID geometry) will be considered, and in Section 111 a
loop with two Josephson junctions (the dc SQUID
geometry). In Scction IV we use this approach to calculate
the effect of the inductance on the PC qubit.
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11. THERF SQUID WITH p~<<l
The rT SQUID consists of a single Joscphson junction in a
superconducting loop with inductance L, as shown in Fig.
l(a). The applied flux @)pn, is given in terms 01 the
frustration, f=@'pAr/@o. The Hamiltonian of this system is

This gives the three part Hamiltonian of (5): the first
term is the p,=O contribution, the second term, thc simple
Harmonic oscillator part, and the third, a sinall correction
term. The total energy, in lcrins of EJ and Ec = e212C, is

E/EJ =1-C O S ( ~ T C ~ )
where EJ=CD0Z,/2n and C is the junction capacitance.
There are n=l node variables, and m=l mesh variables,
giving a tolal of h=l branch variable. This circuit is thus
one-ditnensional. When L=O, however, <cp> = -2nf and
H,,=E,( l -cos(2nf)),which is zero-dimensional.
To transform (2) to the form of' ( I ) for small
inductances, the first step is to use the mesh currcnt 1,
rather than phase, as the basis variable. For this
transformation, Ll = Q0 (cp - 2zf ) / 2 n , so that (2) bccomes
H , = E ~ [ ~ - c o(2dl/@o
s
+2.rgL)]+iCL2Z2+;Ll2.

+ ( n + ~ ) ( X E , , / E , , ) 1 ' 2 p , ' ' 2 ~+1p L cos(2nf)
2 1 + pr, cos(2nf) .

Figure l(b) shows a comparison of cnergy bands
produced by ( 5 ) with those produced by the full simulation
of (2), as wcll a s the zero-dimensional solution (without
the correction term). This approxiination works well for
the low levels for p,<0.3.

(3)

Expanding H in terms of L, which is assumed to be
and
defining
CI = LJ2, cos( Znj.),
smal I ,
r=(E,,p,/l,.)sin(2~f), and Y = I + y / ( ~ + a we
) , find that
the Hamiltonian can be written as

(5)

- _I p L sin (27cf)

111. DC SQUID
The DC SQUID with inductance has two independent
variables corresponding to its two Josephson junctions. Its
rull Hamiltonian is

This has n=2 node variables and m=l mesh variables,
giving h=2 branch variables, producing a two-dimensional
equation. When L=O, (p2 = cpI +27cf, which reduces the
Hamiltonian from two dimcnsions to one dimension,
resulting in a pcriodic Hamiltonian,

[ )2

H,, = C 2 (b:+2E,,(l-cos(7Cf)cos(?~-cp,)).

<:n

(7)

The solution to (7) can be solved numerically. We now
write the full Hamiltonian, H),, in tcrms of a node variable
0 and the incsh current variable
We choose these
variables so that therc are no cross terms of the form
, in order to show that H,, can be written in the
tripartitc form of ( I ) with H,z given by (7). T o this end, wc
model thc SQUID as in Fig. 2(a). In this circuit
description, there is a symmetric node with a phase of 0.
The mesh inductance of the loop is divided into two
branches, one on each side of the node. The two variables
of this circuit, rather than being the phases of the
junctions, are the phase of the node and the mesh current
of the loop. These are related to cpI and 92 by
and
I,?,
=
0 (CP 2 - CPI ) / a n - CD eir )/L

oil,,
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Fig I . (a) The ItF S Q U D circuit and (b) the energy of the lowest energy
lcvels versus the frustration,,f; for the RF SQUID where pL=0.2S.
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) This gives
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+ (2c)L;z; +3&I;.
Assuming that L, is small allows the expansion of the
cosine term in (9) according to thc parameter L,fllnl/@o.
Additionally, the L,Z,,,cos 0 term can be replaced with
Lll,Zln<cos0>,since this small term has little effect on the
@-dependent portion of the Hamiltonian, but a significant
effect on the L,Z, portion. This, combined with the
=
+ 1, sin(714,,,,/CDo)(cos 0>,
substitution
of

rnI

which effectively zeroes the current on its expccted value
according to the flux through the loop, gives the
Hamiltonian in (lo).

11

The first two terms rorm a Hamiltonian identical to (7)
with variable 0 rather than cpl, while the second two form
a harmonic oscillator in 7,. The last term contains Ll,,2,
which is small and can be neglected. That leaves the fifth
term, which is a classical constant and does not affect the
quantum system. Thus the energy bands for this system
are given by

method to reduce the full Hamiltonian to two separate
Hamiltonians, H,, and H,,, which are two- and onediincnsional respectivcly, and which are more easily
calculable. For example, in the original description of the
qubit, pL=O, and the cnergy levels were calculated from
the two-dimensional Hamiltonian
Hfl = M,,($

+$ Mn$, +Ej [2 fa-2 coscp, cos(pl,,-

aces (2% + 2799
Here, EID are the energy bands from (6) and
Am, = 4(E, /PL''' kEc / E , )I" , This result is plotted in
Fig. 2(b), alongside the results k o m simulation, which arc
in good agreement.

IV. THEPERSISTENT
CURRENT
QUBIT
The PC qubit discussed by Mooij et al. [6] consists of three
junctions: two of the junctions havc identical energy EJ
while the third has an energy of aEf. A typical value of
O( is 0.8. This circuit has n=3 node variables and m=l
mesh variables, for a total of h=3 branch variables. This
three dimensional circuit is too coinputationally intensive
to numerically calculate directly. Therefore, we use our

\

/

(12)

2

where cp,, = ((p1+cpd2 and cpIn = (cp1-'p2)/2.
In order to include the inductance, we need to be able to
separate the mesh from thc node variables so that there
are no cross terms or time derivatives. In principle, this
can always be done. We divide the incsh inductance into
thrce branch inductances and the definition 01two node
phascs of 0, and 02,as shown in Fig. 3(a). The initial
three variables, cp,, (p2, and (p3, are thus replaced:

1009

Here,

5 = 1/(1+ 2a). Next,

0 1

and

0 2

are replaced with

0 , = (01+ 0 , ) / 2 and O,n = (0,- 0 , ) / 2 , so that

Here, M,=2(@0/27c)2Cand M,=(2+4a)(@0/2n)~C.Next,
the definition 6, = 0, - (I - 5)27cf is substituted into
the equation, facilitating an expansion of the cosine terms.
The same completing-the-square technique used for the
DC SQUID can be done hcre, using the variable
((sin (28 + 2nf )>o sin G,,, ))?
i,,,= I,, + I ,
,1,

-.

cos

W7

w

which gives
Hh
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Frustration

This cquation shows the original PC qubit Hamiltonian
of the form HI,:an independent simple harmonic oscillator
term, and a classical correction term, resulting in

E = E,(f)+(n+;)Ay, -

In this equation, ho,,
= 2,/(Ec / E , )((l + 2a)/a)/p, . The
correction to the energy band diagram is shown in Fig.
3(b). The effect on the shape of the curve is insignificant.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The inductance term in PC qubit can legitimately be
neglected when it is small. It is possible to calculate the
effect of the neglected term without using the complete
Hamiltonian. This is done by using three separate energy
terms: the energy bands from the lower-dimensional and
periodic Hamiltonian, H,,, when pL=O, a simple harmonic
oscillator term, H,, due to the inductance, and then a
small correction term. This works well with the rf SQUID,
the DC SQUID, and the PC qubit. Furthermore, this
method can be used to study inductance effects on more
complicated circuits.
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